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About This Game

Plague Inc: Evolved is a unique mix of high strategy and terrifyingly realistic simulation. Your pathogen has just infected
'Patient Zero' - now you must bring about the end of human history by evolving a deadly, global Plague whilst adapting against

everything humanity can do to defend itself.

Plague Inc. is so realistic that the CDC even asked the developer to come and speak about the infection models in the game!
http://blogs.cdc.gov/publichealthmatters/2013/04/plague-inc/.

Over 120 million players have been infected by Plague Inc. already. Now, Plague Inc: Evolved combines the original critically
acclaimed gameplay with significant, all-new features for PC including multiplayer, user-generated content support, improved

graphics and lots more.
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10 Different Disease Types – Master every pathogen; from bacteria to bio-weapons and mind control to zombies, end
humanity by any means possible – different diseases will need radically different approaches.

23 Unique Scenarios – Adapt your strategy; scenarios create further challenges for your pandemic – how will you
handle a new strain of Swine Flu, or infect a world in Ice Age?

Hyper-Realistic World – Strategize in the real world; advanced AI and use of real-world data and events make Plague
Inc: Evolved a highly authentic simulation of a world-ending pathogen. Even the CDC likes it!

Competitive Multiplayer - The world is unlucky enough to be infected with two plagues, but how will you win the
battle for genetic dominance against your opponent? Players get all new evolutions, abilities and genes to help them fight
for global control and destroy their opponent!

Co-Operative Mode - Two different diseases team up to infect and destroy the world together but Humanity has new
tricks up its sleeve to fight back! Work closely with your partner and use brand-new genes, traits and strategies to smash
cure labs all over the world before they eradicate you.

Contagious Content Creator - Hit the lab and develop your own custom scenarios - creating new plague types, worlds
and in-game events. Sophisticated tools support user-generated content to let players bring their deadliest ideas to life
and share them on Steam Workshop. With over 10,000 custom scenarios already released - there is always something
new to infect!

Blinding Graphics - Full 3D disease models take you closer to your plague than ever before, city-cams show humanity's
struggle at street level, and the body scanner highlights the full effect of your mutations, organ by organ.

Deadly Data - Geek out with stats and graphs; monitor infection and death levels, track government reactions and cure
efforts, then review your plague's success (or failure!) with full game replays.

And much more... - Including speed runs, Mega-Brutal difficulty and genetic modification... Plus loads of new disease
types and scenarios in future (free!) updates.
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Title: Plague Inc: Evolved
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
Ndemic Creations
Publisher:
Ndemic Creations
Release Date: 18 Feb, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 8

Processor: 2.0 GHz Dual Core Processor

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: Integrated Graphics (512MB)

Storage: 500 MB available space

Additional Notes: Unsupported video chipsets: Intel HD Graphics 3000, Intel GMA X3100, Intel GMA 950

English,French,German,Russian,Italian,Portuguese,Simplified Chinese,Traditional
Chinese,Japanese,Norwegian,Polish,Turkish,Korean
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Feels repetitive very quickly. First infest the whole world while keeping low on severity of symptoms. Next, go all-in on
lethality. This is not a strategy game nor a simulation game. In real life, new strands of mutated virus will compete with existing
strands. In this game, every new mutation instantly applies to all existing viruses.

Cannot recommend.. All I'm saying is... if vaccines keep us safe from diseases,

what's going to keep us safe from vampires?. This game is great for casual fun. It gave me a fair number of hours of play. Don't
expect something highly interactive, and wait for a sale.. Pros:
Hyper-realistic strategy
A lot to do + community content
Good soundtrack
Fun to play \/ Rewarding

Cons:
Greenland. Learn how to kill humanity kind of game
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Unless you play on mega brutal it's pretty boring with the current meta, excluding shadow plague and necro virus which are
actually very fun and not as RNG dependent.. I love this game. It is a perfect time killer.. i hate greenland. Great game!

Only one critique:
Would be sooo cool, if there was a 'Cure the World' mode, e.g. for the main plague types, where you take the role of the
Scientist curing the Plague, instead of the Plague infecting the world.

Kindly,
Ohren. Can this game infect your life?

This game got me into diseases and pandemics, I can't look at sicknesses the same way because of this game. It's really
addictive, fun, and compelling, even more with custom scenarios (though that depends on which one you're playing). I got the
iOs version after I got this one, and I will say, I'll play this version over that one anyday.

USA \/ 10
(10 \/ 10). Better than android version.I like the zombie virus btw.. A fun challenging game that requires some thinking and
planning ahead to make sure your plague can wipe out the whole human race. The game was rewarding and has a decent replay
value.. I like the game as a whole don't get me wrong, but the multiplayer is AWFUL. It's unbalanced, buggy and the rules are
stupid. The rules should be able to be changed, invites don't always go through resulting in the recipient of said invite having to
close the game, and the multiplayer is only winnable with bacteria and praying to god your disease doesn't get focused by the
world otherwise its gg. The win condition is based on who lasts longer\/infects the whole world (not kill, just infect), not who
infects and or kills more (like a combined score).
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